In this paper, we present an interactive motion deformation method to modify animations so that they satisfy a set of prioritized constraints. 
Introduction
Producing high-quality character animations is still a research area of interest. One popular technique to achieve this is motion capture, as it is able to create realistic animations in a short period of time. Unfortunately, one of its major advantages is also its major drawback: the animation is recorded by mimicking the motion of a performer. Thus, the final animation must be planned before the capture is done and is only valid for virtual humans having specific proportions. That is why these animations are not directly reusable and need additional adaptations.
Recently, motion databases have become commercially available. Given a motion database, it now becomes a new challenge to create the animations we need for each virtual human we want to animate. Graph-based motion synthesis [AF02] Our method aims at adding significant deformations to an input motion, while retaining as many of its characteristics as possible. The initial animation is deformed using prioritized constraints. The key feature of this technique is that prioritized constraints are sorted into priority-layers. Constraints belonging to the highest priority-layer are enforced first. Then, those of the next priority-layer are satisfied as much as possible without disturbing the previous ones, and so on... All the well-known constraints can be integrated in this framework: end-effector position and/or orientation, center of mass position, attraction toward the input motion... As a consequence, the animator is able to deform an animation in a very flexible way, with an arbitrary number of priority-layers and constraints. For example, it becomes possible to deform a walking motion into a stairs climbing motion, with irregular stairs' height, while ensuring a believable mapping of the character's balance in this new environment. For this latter feature, we propose a simple approach to estimate the desired position of the Center of Mass (CoM) in the target environment. The user can choose a default readjustment of unbalanced postures and/or add new effects.
In our framework, each frame is individually deformed with an Inverse Kinematics solver so that a set of predefined constraints is satisfied. Being a per-frame approach, a filter-ing process is used to smooth the results when needed. This algorithm can be repeated, within an interactive design loop, to reenforce important constraints.
The next section reviews related work. Section 3 introduces our notation and presents our Inverse Kinematics solver. Section 4 details the major characteristics of the constraints handled by our framework, while section 5 describes the motion deformation algorithm. In section 6, we demonstrate how our method can be applied to deform a wide range of motions. Finally, we discuss its limitations in section 7 and we conclude the paper in section 8.
Related Work Inverse Kinematics
Finding the joint variables for desired position and orientation of end-effectors has long been studied in Robotics. Efficient analytic solutions have been proposed for arm-like articulated chains [Pau81] . The same type of approach has been retained to compute the configuration of human limbs
. It is known as analytic Inverse Kinematics, and is widely used to position the hands and feet of animated characters.
Similar approaches, exploiting the output of multiple sensors attached to the limbs, are used in motion capture [BRRP97] and/or real-time interaction contexts [MHBT97] . Specialized analytic IK solvers improve the believability of the solution in contexts such as walking [SM01] , computer puppetry [SLSG01] , or footskate cleanup [KSG02] .
However, despite its intrinsic efficiency, analytic IK suffers mostly from lack of flexibility. Numeric IK approaches have addressed this issue by solving a constraint optimization problem so that a locally optimal solution is found for an arbitrary number of end-effectors and joints [BMW87] [ZB94]. In addition, it is possible to optimize decisive criteria for the believability of the resulting posture, like static balance [BMT97] . A recent effort has shown the feasibility of exploiting the Null Space of the constraints' Jacobian to attract the posture toward an input movement [CK00] . A similar approach was used in [YN03b] to divide the constraints into two priority layers. Our contribution pushes this research direction further by considering an arbitrary number of prioritized constraints.
Constraints Definition for Character Animation
From our point of view, the most general formulation of constraints was introduced by Witkin et al. in [WFB87] . In their formulation, constraints are defined as energy functions which are then minimized. The initial problem formulation of spacetime constraints [WK88] was made to enforce physical constraints. [PW99] used Newton's laws on a simplified character to minimize computation costs. In [RGBC96] , Rose et al. minimized energy consumption to obtain realistic transitions between motions, while Liu and Popović [LP02] used minimum mass displacement and momentum conservation. In [SKG03] and [TSK02] , the authors considered the conservation of the zero moment point, which leads to realistic motion during constrained stages. Geometric constraints are more intuitive because they directly specify a goal for a specific body part: a point can be constrained to a specific position [Gle97] , [Gle98] , or can be constrained to move along a line [WFB87] . [LP02] and [WP95] used keyframes to specify constraints on motions. An example of a gaze constraint has been proposed in [CKB99] .
Constraint-based Motion Editing Techniques
The research area of motion editing has become very active in the last years. One special class of such techniques is said to be constraint-based: the important features we need to preserve or to enforce are explicitly defined as constraints. While being considered as a pure signal processing technique, the method presented in [WP95] used keyframes to constrain the translation and the rotation of all joints. In [LS99] , Lee and Shin introduced the Per-Frame Plus Filtering class of motion editing techniques. In [Gle98] , Gleicher used a set of predefined constraints as input of a large constrained optimization problem. He used a similar technique in [Gle01b] . Choi and Ko [CK00] used an Inverse Kinematic solver to enforce constraints at each frame. A similar technique was described in [SLSG01] where a concept of importance is introduced to choose, at each frame, whether a constraint is relevant or not. Finally, Gleicher [Gle01a] introduced a taxonomy of constraint-based techniques.
Inverse Kinematics

Preliminaries
Motions may be represented as a continuous function of time m(t) = (p(t), q 0 (t), · · · , q n (t)) where p(t) and q 0 (t) represent the global position and orientation of the root node and q i (t) is the local transformation of the i th joint. For a given time tα, the character's posture is defined as m(tα) = (p(tα), q 0 (tα), · · · , q n (tα)).
Overview of the Inverse Kinematics Solver
In our method, we use a specific Inverse Kinematics solver to handle prioritized constraints. Given an articulated figure in a posture m(tα) and a task to satisfy X = (x 0 , . . . , xp) with x i the i th constraint, we have to determine a solution to the following non-linear equation:
Our Inverse Kinematics solver is based on the well-known inverse rate control method [Whi69] . Then, we need to solve:
with J the Jacobian, P N(J) the projection onto the Null-space of J, J † λ the damped pseudo-inverse [Mac90] and z an arbitrary vector expressing a variation of posture. z is defined as the optimization vector and is often used as the lowest prioritized-constraint to attract the solution toward a reference posture.
In the case of multiple constraints, the optimal solution should ideally satisfy all of them. However, this may not be possible, either because one of the constraints is not achievable, or because some constraints are not achievable simultaneously, whereas they can separately. In this latter case, these constraints are said to be in conflict. These conflicts may arise when one or more joints are shared by several constraints. While weighting strategies try to minimize the distributed error, a priority strategy sorts the constraints by order of priority to satisfy the most important constraints first.
The final algorithm extends the equation 1:
and P N(J A 1 ) = In where i is the current priority-layer, k the total number of priority-layers and J A i the augmented Jacobian defined by:
For further details, the reader may refer to [BB04] .
One major advantage of our IK solver is its great flexibility. For example we can precisely define which joints will be recruited to satisfy a specific constraint.
Constraints Definition and Specification
In this section, we detail important characteristics of the constraints we use in our motion deformation tool. Every motion editing tool must provide constraints to control the position as well as the orientation of end-effectors. In addition, the control of the CoM of the character could be of interest to adjust unbalanced postures or to simulate effects such as "walking against the wind".
Flexible Recruiting Level
A common approach in motion editing techniques is to directly consider the underlying structure. For example, human-like characters can be advantageously partitioned into smaller sub-hierarchies (limbs, spine,...). These latter are then controlled in a more efficient way by an Inverse Kinematics solver dedicated to this problem. As we aim at providing a general framework to control any kind of hierarchy, this specialization is not satisfactory. Conversely, considering all the possible joints to control the position of an end-effector may prove to be counterproductive. While controlling the position of the wrist for example, it is important to choose whether we want the spine to participate or not. Thus, the present approach allows a constraint to "recruit" all or part of the joints from its parent joint up to the root of the hierarchy. We can then easily define kinematics chains of varying lengths providing the user with more control over the final results.
The joint recruiting is submitted to one strict design rule that guarantees the enforcement of the hierarchy of priorities. It concerns those parts of the skeleton where multiple constraints may recruit part of their joints; in these regions, the rule requires joints sets associated to high priority constraints to include any joints set associated to lower priority constraints. Failing to do so may lead to diverging configurations. The problem of multiple overlapping kinematics chains was first addressed in [BB98] . Instead of using an algorithmic scheme to solve this problem, we enforce a minimal recruiting rule in order to obtain an effective enforcement of the scale of priorities. Let C i be a constraint of priority i, Rec(C i ) its associated set of recruited joints. Then, for a > b we have:
Shape-Constraints Definition and Representation
Constraint-based motion editing techniques require the user to specify the important features the final motion should achieve. Providing interactive tools to construct such constraints is a key point when designing motion editing methods. Systems failing to do so tend to be useless as it is not reasonable to ask the user to specify constraints in mathematical form. In particular, constraints representing the trajectory of end-effectors are very useful. As these constraints represent trajectories of end-effectors, they must be continuous in space as well as in velocity except at specific points. We define a shape constraint as a pair of curves (S(u), T(t)). S(u) defines the trajectory of the end-effector in space and T(t) its timing.
The Trajectory Curve The trajectory S(u) of an endeffector is represented as a Kochanek-Bartels spline [KB84] . This class of C 2 continuous interpolating cubic splines offers great flexibility at control points. Indeed, their tangents are directly influenced by three parameters: the tension, the continuity and the bias. These parameters are useful to explicitly change (or even break) the continuity of end-effectors' trajectories. Suppose for example that we need to adjust the wrist position so that it reaches a stationary location over a period of time. In this case, there is no need for the trajectory to be continuous. The control parameters are then adjusted to break the continuity at that point (the tension is set to 1). In addition, we need to reparameterize S(u) so that the corresponding interval of time corresponds to the same parameter u.
The Time Curve
The time curve T(t) is defined as an increasing piecewise linear function. This function establishes the correspondence between each time of the animation and the trajectory curve S(u). More formally, given a time tα, the corresponding 3D position P in the shape-constraint is then defined as:
Finally, the construction of a shape-constraint that holds over a period of time [t begin ,t end ] consists of the following steps:
1. The first (resp. the last) control point of S(u) is created at the initial end-effector's position at time t begin (resp t end ) 2. The tangent of the first (resp. the last) control point is adjusted with respect to the velocity of the end-effector in the input motion. 3. For each end-effector target locations defined by the user, a control point is added to S(u). 4. For each control point where the end-effector should remain stationary over a period of time, the continuity of the spline is broken by setting its tension to 1.
Finally, T(t) is computed so that S(T(tα)) = P for
t begin ≤ tα ≤ t end , with P a 3D location.
Note that the end-user only needs to define the timing of the shape-constraint as well as the position and timing of the points the shape-constraint has to pass by. The trajectory and timing curves are then automatically computed.
Balance Control
Most of the constraint-based motion editing tools do not consider physical properties when solving for a solution
. These approaches usually make this sacrifice to achieve simplicity and computational efficiency. Few methods constraint the Zero Moment Point of the character to remain inside its support polygon [TSK02] [DN99] [KB96] . However, this concept often relies on expensive numerical methods. In [SKG03] , the authors make the sacrifice of physical correctness to achieve interactive rates. However, the ZMP is well-defined for planar ground but is difficult to generalize to uneven terrains [SB04] . Other methods [LP02] [PW99] use a sub-set of physical laws to improve physical realism. [YN03a] and [PR01] use a dynamics filter to track a reference motion while enforcing dynamic constraints. In [ZH02] , the authors maintain balance either using a balance controller pushing the CoM toward the center of support, or adjusting the desired reference motion by offsetting the joint angles of the legs similarly as in [WH00] . Finally Pai and Patton demonstrated the relationship between velocity and position of the CoM and proposed a prediction model to decide whether the balance can be maintained or not [PP97] .
In our framework, we choose to control the CoM's position through Inverse Kinetics [BMT96]. Unbalanced postures are then adjusted to improve realism or to apply some additional effects. The final CoM's position P CoM first needs to be estimated. For this, we consider the initial CoM's position P CoM as well as a set of points A on the body. A may be different from one motion to another. Then, P CoM is defined using the relation:
where N1 and N2 are normalization functions, and A i (resp. A i ) the position of the i th joint of A in the input motion (resp. output motion).
is the position of the barycenter of A in the input motion and
is its corresponding position in the output motion. A 3D displacement map may be added to the resulting curve to produce new behaviors. Notice that the choice of A is crucial as it directly influences the deformed motion. However, in most cases, it remains intuitive: for example, for classical walking or running motions, A should contain points of the feet.
While this method cannot ensure that the character is dynamically balanced, it has the advantage that the balance constraint is treated as any other constraint in our framework. Moreover, as the deformed motion is usually close enough the initial one, the adjustments are small, and simply constraining the CoM position to its original trajectory often provides good results. However, for highly dynamic motions, or when adding drastic changes to the initial animation, physical laws should be taken into account.
Motion Deformation Method
Overview of the method
Our purpose is to find a displacement map d(t) so that the output motion mout put (t) = m input (t) ⊕ d(t) satisfies a set of predefined constraints C. A common method, first introduced by Lee and Shin [LS99] , considers the input motion as a set of independent character postures. Each of these postures is individually adjusted so that the constraints C are satisfied. Finally, the displacement maps are low-pass filtered to ensure temporal consistency between neighboring frames. This method has shown very good results when editing preexisting motions, but is not practical if the final postures deviate significantly from the input ones. Indeed, as the IK solver starts from the original posture, neighboring deformed postures may be quite dissimilar and the lowpass filtering step inevitably leads to unrealistic results. Instead, our approach is more similar to [CK00] . We make the assumption that each character's posture in the output motion is similar to the previous one. Regarding the joints that were not recruited by constraints, they should exactly reproduce their original motion. Then, for a given instant of time tα, the starting state of the deformed posture mout put (tα) = (p (tα)), q 0 (tα), · · · , q n (tα) is defined as:
4) where (the same holds for p * (m(tα))):
∆t is the time interval between two consecutive frames. Each adjusted posture is attracted toward its corresponding one in the input motion, thanks to the optimization vector described in section 3. Finally, the result is low-pass filtered to avoid discontinuities.
Enforcing the Continuity
Adjusting each frame individually may violate the interframe consistency. Thus, to ensure that our approach effectively produces natural looking motions, we need to lowpass filter the deformation we want to add to the original animation. During the IK step, each joint is attracted toward its original value using the optimization vector. Only the translation part of the root is not considered in this optimization vector. The translation components are then low-pass filtered using a FIR filter. In cases where the discontinuity was too important, this filtering process significantly alters important constraints and we need one more pass.
Another issue when dealing with continuity is the activation/deactivation of constraints. In our framework, the positional constraints are not considered as location in space but instead as continuous trajectories. So, to enforce a positional constraint at a specific time tα, we define a shape-constraint between times tα − ∆tc b and tα + ∆tc e where ∆tc b is the duration to go from the original trajectory to the goal location and ∆tc e the duration to go from the goal location back to the original trajectory.
Experimental Results
The final system is integrated into Alias TM /Maya5 as plugins and MEL scripts. Figure 2 shows a screenshot of the application. For this particular example, it took less than one minute to create the needed constraints. Indeed, the end-user only needs to specify the timing of each shape-constraint as well as the position and timing of the points it has to pass by. The others constraints are simply created using MEL commands. Moreover, assigning a priority to each constraint is straightforward as the important point is the relative priority between them. For example, a set of constraints C 1 , C 2 and C 3 with priority 10, 2 and 15 gives the same results if the priorities were 2, 1 and 3. Finally, though it was not used to generate the results presented in this section, the user can assign a weight to each constraint. Thus, when two or more constraints with the same priority-level are conflicting, the conflict is solved using the usual weighting strategy.
We used our motion deformation algorithm to create a wide range of animations. All the animations are generated on a IBM T40p (Pentium M 1.6 GHz, 1Go RAM, ATI mobility FireGL 9000).
Reaching
We generated the animation shown in figure 3 by deforming a motion-captured walking animation. This motion is composed of 145 frames (6 seconds). We enforce footplants us- ing four high-priority shape-constraints. The left arm is then controlled to reach a specific location with a middle-priority shape-constraint onto the wrist. This constraint is activated during 40 frames only. Finally, the CoM is constrained to follow its original trajectory to avoid unbalanced postures (such as the one shown in the middle of figure 3) . The whole deformed animation is generated in approximately 9 seconds without visualization and 12 seconds with visual feedback. If we only modify the reaching constraint, the final animation is then recomputed in less than 4 seconds (with visualization) providing immediate feedback to the user.
Stepping
The figure 4 shows the difference between the weighting and the priority strategies. Footplants are constrained during the whole animation. The ankle is also constrained to force the character to raise the leg. At this instant, both shapeconstraints are conflicting. Thus, we assign a higher priority to the shape-constraint controlling the ankle. This way it is easy to define global low-priority constraints on the whole animation and local high-priority constraints to deform a short part of the motion. The final animation is computed in approximately the same time as in the previous example.
Karate Motion
In this example, the right foot is constrained to follow its original trajectory (high-priority). The left ankle of the character is constrained to reach a higher location (low-priority). Finally, the CoM is controlled to enforce balance (middlepriority). Once again, the priority level assigned to each constraint allows to decide whether to keep the left foot planted, or to constraint the right foot the reach its goal at all costs. In figure 5 we demonstrate that controlling the CoM position as well as assigning priority to constraints may facilitate the process of motion deformation. In figure 6 , we constrained the right ankle to reach goals with different heights. All these examples were generated in less than 2 seconds with visualization.
Putting it all together
Finally, we applied our method to a walking animation to obtain a "climbing stairs" motion. We used different classes of constraints. We used four shape-constraints to design the "walking on stairs pattern". One additional shape-constraint is used to constraint the relative position of the right elbow with respect to the torso. The orientation of the right arm is also constrained as well as the CoM of the character. The final result is shown in figure 7 . The whole animation needed two passes as the filtering process significantly disturbed the footplant constraints. Finally, the whole animation was generated in approximately 40 seconds without visualization.
Discussion and future works
Filtering The actual filtering process is simple but suffers from one drawback: our method becomes inherently off-line. We will investigate the advantages/disadvantages of using on-line filters [TSK02] [SLSG01] .
Quality of the input motion As we directly rely on the input motion to estimate the CoM's position in the resulting animation, it becomes difficult to use in cases where the original motion is too noisy. We will improve the robustness of our approach by first cleaning the input motions (filtering and enforcing important constraints).
Footplants Definition Using wireframe models is common place in animation. However, this kind of approach tends to hide important problems. For example, consider the problem of defining a simple footplant constraint. While defining two positional constraints on each foot is visually accurate for wireframe models, it becomes inefficient for anatomical ones. Indeed, while both positional constraints are met, it still remains one rotational degree of freedom along the axis joining these constraints. The definition and addition of accurate footplant constraints to our framework is left for future work.
Conclusions
In this paper we have presented an interactive method for adding significant changes to an animation. Our approach improves classical motion editing techniques, as animators can add large deformations without ending with unbalanced results. Moreover, the priority concept greatly helps when animators need to arbitrate conflicting constraints.
We have introduced a versatile class of constraints: the shape-constraints. The end-user is able to design a wide range of trajectories in space. Moreover, these may contain stationary points breaking (or not) the continuity of the trajectory. Furthermore, these constraints can be expressed in a reference frame allowing relative constraints between joints, to shift a joint position or to define an absolute trajectory. We have also presented a simple approach to adjust unbalanced postures by controlling the position of the center of mass thanks to Inverse Kinetics.
Our algorithm allows to assign a priority to each constraint. This priority is used to arbitrate conflicts between overlapping constraints (i.e. controlling a common sub-set of joints over an interval of time). Our scheme ensures that high-priority constraints won't be disturbed by low-priority ones.
While we have mainly focused our discussion on motion deformation, our method is also well-suited to deal with retargetting problems.
